
Special cleaning agent for CLEARsplint® 
nightguards and interims
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KENTZLER-KASCHNER DENTAL GmbH
Mühlgraben 36
73479 Ellwangen/Jagst
Telefon: +49 (7961) 90 73-0
Fax: +49 (7961) - 5 20 31
info@kkd-topdent.de
www.kkd-topdent.de

Astron Dental Corp.
Lake Zurich,Ill. 60047

Made in USA

Premium Nightguards 

free of MMA

1023

for a perfect smile

Interim restorations

free of MMA

The perfect Protection!

Advantages of CLEARsplint®:
	absolutely precise adaption
 self-adjusting
 hypoallergenic - free of MMA 
	tension-free wearing comfort
 no feeling of pressure in the mouth
	always transparent - will not yellow with age
	relinable and repairable

To avoid risk of breakage of your nightguard or  
partial denture it is absolutely necessary to put  

it - prior to each wearing -  in approx. 50 °C warm 
water for at least 20 seconds!

Please do not use alcohol-based or  
commercial denture cleaners! 

We recommend  DuraClean2 TM

CLEARsplint®CLEARsplint®

Economical in use - enough for 48 cleanings
cleaner (170 g) with box and brush REF 26170S
cleaning powder - box (170 g) REF 26171
cleaning brush REF 26172
cleaning box REF 26173

Important care instructions:



A deformed CLEARsplint® comfort splint 
adapts easily and precisely to the teeth 
thanks to the thermoactive property of the 
material and its excellent flexibility.
Even under heat, the perfect surface  
hardness is maintained.

Quality and aesthetics made by masters - presented by:

Advantages that speak for themselves!
 CLEARsplint® as nightguard:

 thermoactive flexibility of the nightguard provides a tension- 
 free wearing comfort
	self-adjusting in the mouth, if you put it into warm water 
 (40-50 °C) for activate the flexibility before use
 hypoallergenic – free of MMA
 better adaptation enables higher and pain-free
 wearing comfort - long wearable
	transparent and optical clarity allows almost unnoticed use
	repairs and corrections are possible
 easy to remove for daily cleaning
 extremely break resistant, hence optimal protection  
 of the teeth

important patient information on the back ---

...with exactly fitting
bite protection

Anatomical model

-->

Advantages that speak for themselves!
 CLEARsplint® as denture: 

 aesthetic dentures free of metal clamps 
 visibility of the natural gums
	transparent and optical clarity allows almost unnoticed use
 the thermoactive flexibility of the interim restoration  
 enables a precise adjustment - excellent clamping action   
 and easy removal
	self-adjusting in the mouth, if you put it into warm water 
 (40-50 °C) for activate the flexibility before use
 hypoallergenic – free of MMA
	repairs, corrections and enlargements are possible
 easy to remove for daily cleaning 
 high break resistance 

important patient information on the back --->

CLEARsplint®


